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LOX/LH2 has been widely used in liquid rocket engine for transfer into orbit or space
exploration due to its high specific impulse. The potential of using hydrocarbon as pro-
pellant, in particular methane instead of hydrogen, is one of the most promising solution
for the high operational costs. Developing new fuel type rocket engine also brings new
challenges to combustion instabilities. To study combustion instabilities in rocket engine
using hydrocarbon as fuel, a compressible LES turbulent combustion parallel solver is
used to get numerical simulation results. Test cases are based on experimental data of
BKS on the LTF high pressure test stand at TUM, which is a multi-element rocket com-
bustion chamber. Both stable and unstable combustion are observed in the experiment
and pressure signals at positions along whole chamber are acquired. For unstable case
both experiment and simulation show a dominant frequency about 1400Hz, which is the
1st order longitudinal mode of the combustor. For stable case there are also several
frequencies but the amplitude is quite small. Several parameters are studied and we
find that for unstable case CH2O(which is mainly involved with ignition process) has the
same phase with pressure, OH(which is mainly involved with heat release) has a little
phase lag with pressure but less than 90◦ , meaning that they are still mostly coupled.
While for stable case both CH2O and OH has totally different phase with pressure. Also
we find that pressure wave will increase the baroclinic term in vorticity equation, thus
increasing fuel oxygen mixing and then promote combustion and heat release.

1. Introduction
Oxygen/methane is one of the most promising hydrocarbon combination for space

propulsion due to its high specific impulse, low coking tendency and high economy effi-
ciency. Design liquid rocket engine using methane as fuel requires detailed knowledge
and full understanding about evaporation, atomization, combustion and heat transfer
characteristic of hydrocarbon propellant [1].

NASA [2,3], Russia [4] and Europe [5] have developed LOX/LCH4 engine for booster
applications. SpaceX is developing its liquid rocket engine using methane as the fuel
for travelling to Mars because there are 5 million cubic km ice and 25 trillion metric
tons CO2 on Mars and we can achieve methane regeneration [6]. Developing new fuel
type engine also brings new challenges to combustion instabilities, especially in high
pressure conditions, which is much worth being studied.
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FIGURE 1. Combustion chamber schematic

FIGURE 2. Scheme of the injector

To study combustion characteristics of rocket engine using methane as the fuel,
O.Haidn et al have done experimental research about single or multi injector GOX/GCH4
combustion chamber [1,7,8]. L.Selle et al have done numerical simulation about single
injector GOX/GCH4 combustion chamber [9–15]. While hydrocarbon engines are attrac-
tive for its low cost, combustion instabilities are still inevitable. Both stable and unstable
combustion are observed in a multi-injector GOX/GCH4 combustion chamber called
BKS in the LTF high pressure test stand at TUM, in which only OF ratio is different.

Through numerical method we can get more detailed information about flame struc-
ture and study mechanism of this unstable combustion. Test cases are based on BKS
multi-injector GOX/GCH4 combustion chamber. Geometry of BKS combustion chamber
and injector are shown in figure 1 and figure 2. Injector parameters are shown in table
1. Operation conditions are shown in table 2. The operating pressure is 20 bar.Pressure
signals at positions along whole chamber are acquired. Figure 3 and figure 4 show dy-
namic pressure at position located in combustion chamber. We can see combustion in
the first case is unstable and the second case is stable.

Figure 5 and figure 6 show the spectrum of dynamic pressure in two cases. In unstable
case, the main pressure oscillation frequency is 1410 Hz, 2840 Hz and 4240 Hz, which
is exactly the 1st-3rd order longitudinal mode of this combustion chamber (theoretical
value: 1409Hz, 2818Hz and 4227Hz). The effects of the 1st order radial mode (theoret-
ical value: 40655 Hz) and the 1st order azimuthal mode (theoretical value: 19535 Hz)
can be neglected because they are much higher and much more difficult to excite.

We try to use numerical simulation method to study flame structure and predict com-
bustion instabilities in these cases. For unstable case large amplitude dynamic pressure
is also observed in our simulation and the dominant frequency is quite close to exper-
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GOX diameter [mm] 4
GOX post wall thickness [mm] 0.5
GOX post recess [mm] 0
GCH4 diameter [mm] 6
GOX injector length [mm] 98
GCH4 injector length [mm] 46
Injector area ratio [-] 0.76875

TABLE 1. Injector parameters

Test Pressure T-inlet OF Φ Mdot-OX Mdot-CH4 Mdot-tot Combustion
name [bar] [K] [kg/s] [kg/s] [kg/s]

case1 20 300 2.44 1.640 0.195 0.080 0.275 Unstable
case2 20 300 3.07 1.303 0.228 0.0744 0.3024 Stable

TABLE 2. Operating conditions

FIGURE 3. Dynamic pressure signal of case1

iment, while for stable case the dynamic pressure is much smaller. We also studied
several parameters in this process, trying to reveal the inner mechanism of this combus-
tion instability.

2. Numerical method
Since combustion instabilities in this case mainly show the longitudinal mode rather

than the radial or azimuthal mode and 3D unsteady simulation costs too much com-
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FIGURE 4. Dynamic pressure signal of case2

FIGURE 5. Spectrum of dynamic pressure in case1

FIGURE 6. Spectrum of dynamic pressure in case2
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putation resource, we use 2D simulation to study the flame structure and combustion
instabilities.

To simulate the whole process inside the BKS combustion chamber we use RoSim
solver developed by Spray Combustion and Propulsion Lab in Tsinghua University.
RoSim is a compressible LES turbulent combustion parallel solver.

The formulation is based on the Favre-fltered conservation equations of mass, mo-
mentum, and energy in three dimensions. These equations are obtained by fltering the
small-scale dynamics from the resolved scales over a well-defined set of spatial and
temporal intervals. They can be conveniently expressed in the following Cartesian ten-
sor form:
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The unclosed sub-grid terms are:

τsgsij = (ρuiuj − ρ̄ũiũj)
Hsgs
i = (ρEui − ρ̄Ẽũi) + (pui − p̄ũi)

σsgsij = (ujτij − ũj τ̃ij)
Φsgsk,j = (ρYkuj − ρ̃Ỹkũj)
Θsgs
k,j = (ρYkUk,j − ρ̃ỸkŨk,j)

(2.2)

We use block structure mesh for geometry. For sub-grid model we use Smagorinsky
model [16] and a standard value of 0.7 is used for the turbulent Prandtl number. For
advection term we use 5th order WENO scheme [17] which is more dissipative than
the upwind scheme but quite robust for high pressure combustion simulation during our
tests. For viscous term we use 6th order central difference scheme. For time iteration
we use 3rd order Runge-Kutta method. For reaction source term we use finite rate re-
action model with reduced mechanism and we use laminar estimation without turbulent
combustion interaction. Also we use point implicit method [18] to solve stiffness of the
source term. For boundary conditions we use the NSCBC [19, 20] method. RoSim has
been successfully used into industrial engine design and can successfully predict com-
bustion instabilities.

Figure 7 shows the computation domain of our simulation. Both inlet and wall are
isothermal at 300K and supersonic outlet is used. The mesh size we use is 50 µm–200
µm with 10 cells at the post-lip. MPI parallel strategy [21] is used and the same grid
number in each parallel zone is ensured. Figure 8 shows parallel zone of our simulation.

A 24 steps 17 species reaction mechanism [22] is used which can well predict igni-
tion delay, flame temperature and flame speed. Figure 9 shows these three parameters
change with equivalence ratio compared with detailed mechanism GRI3.0.

Figure 10 shows the normalized pressure distribution along the axis, and our sim-
ulation result is quite close to the experiment, which shows the feasibility of current
method. Figure 11 shows mean temperature distribution when pc=20bar, OF=3.0. Also
when gradually increasing mesh size(from 50 µm to 20 µm), there is no obvious change
of simulation results.
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FIGURE 7. Computation domain of current simulation

FIGURE 8. Parallel zone of current simulation (same grid number in each parallel zone)

FIGURE 9. Ignition delay, flame temperature and flame speed compared with GRI3.0

3. Results
Figure 12 shows the instant temperature of the unstable case during one cycle. We

can see the flame always attaches the post wall but there is an obvious fluctuation. Be-
fore the 3π/2 phase the flame becomes longer and longer, with pressure wave running
forwards. During the last phase, pressure wave runs quickly back to the post wall and
flame becomes short very quickly. Also, there are low temperature zones in the product.
This is because the cases work at fuel rich condition and there is still methane left in
the product. Figure 13 shows the wall dynamic pressure at the head of the combus-
tion chamber. We can see the pressure drops slowly but goes up quickly, which has the
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FIGURE 10. Normalized wall pressure distribution along the axis

FIGURE 11. Mean temperature distribution when pc=20bar, OF=3.0

FIGURE 12. Instant temperature during one cycle (phase: 0,π/2,π,3π/2,2π)in unstable case1

same phenomenon with temperature contours. From spectrum we can see the dominant
frequency are 1470Hz with its harmonic frequencies, which is close to the experiment
data(1410Hz).

Figure 14 shows instant temperature in stable case during one cycle. Compared with
the unstable case, we can see the fluctuation is much less obvious and the flame length
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FIGURE 13. Wall dynamic pressure signal and spectrum at the head of combustion chamber in
unstable case1

FIGURE 14. Instant temperature during one cycle (phase: 0,π/2,π,3π/2,2π)in stable case2

changes not much. Figure 15 shows the wall dynamic pressure and we can see the
amplitude is much less than the unstable case.

Since the combustion instability mainly shows the longitudinal mode, we use the aver-
age value of the transverse direction for one dimensional analysis. Figure 16 shows how
the maximum of flow parameters and maximum position change with phase in unstable
case. From the right figure we can see during one cycle pressure maximum runs back
and forth and from the left figure this maximum reaches its peak value when it comes to
the head of the combustion chamber. CH2O(which is mainly involved with the ignition
process) maximum always keeps at the head of the combustion chamber and reaches
the peak value when pressure wave comes, which means it has the same phase with
pressure. Vorticity maximum position changes slightly with pressure wave and reaches
its peak value when pressure wave comes, which means pressure wave will increase
the vorticity and then increase fuel oxygen mixing, thus promoting combustion and heat
release. This is because the pressure will increase the baroclinic term of the vortic-
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FIGURE 15. Wall pressure signal and spectrum at the head of combustion chamber in stable
case2

FIGURE 16. Normalized maximum of flow parameters and maximum position in unstable case1

ity equation and then increase the vorticity. OH(which is mainly involved with the heat
release) maximum position changes with pressure and reaches a high value when pres-
sure wave comes, and the peak value has a phase lag with pressure or CH2O(less than
90◦), which means it is still mostly coupling with pressure.

Figure 17 shows how the maximum of flow parameters and maximum position change
with phase in stable case. From the right figure we can see pressure maximum runs back
and forth in the whole chamber but from the left figure this maximum reaches peak value
at the end of the combustion chamber rather than at the head. CH2O maximum keeps
near the post wall but does not reach peak value anymore when pressure wave comes.
Also, vorticity maximum position does not change much and has totally different phase
with pressure. OH also has different phase with pressure. In this stable case, there
is no obvious coupling between pressure and combustion process, thus the pressure
oscillation becomes much weaker.

4. Conclusions
Large eddy simulation of a multi-injector GOX/GCH4 combustor has been used to

predict combustion instabilities and pressure distribution along the axis has been com-
pared with experiment data. Both stable and unstable cases are predicted by numerical
simulation, and the thermoacoustic coupling has been invested.

For the unstable case, the dominant frequency is close to the experiment, and the
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FIGURE 17. Normalized maximum of flow parameters and maximum position in stable case2

flame length increases slowly but decrease quickly. Since the cases work at fuel rich
zone, there is still unburnt methane left, causing low temperature field in the product.
For the stable case, the pressure amplitude is much smaller and the flame length does
not change much during one cycle.

For the unstable case, when pressure wave comes to the head of the chamber, CH2O
reaches its peak value, and vorticity also reaches its peak value because pressure gra-
dient increases the baroclinic term of the vorticity equation. This vorticity increment will
increase fuel oxygen mixing, thus promoting combustion and heat release. OH reaches
a high value when pressure wave comes, and there is a phase lag which is less than 90◦.
Pressure and heat release are mostly coupled, leading to combustion instabilities. For
stable case, there is no obvious coupling between pressure and combustion process,
thus the pressure amplitude is much weaker.

Futher explaining the coupling mechanism requires to understand the relationship
among several time scales, which is the mixing time, the cold inflow heating time, ignition
delay time, and acoustic propagation time. A theoretical model should be build based
on time-lag theory, which is worth being studied in the future.
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